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ALPHAcoustic-AP.C  

Technical Specifications 

 Type: ALPHAcoustic-AP.C Acoustic Panels covered with Fabric 

 Thickness: 30 – 50 – 80 - 100 mm, other thicknesses available on request 

 Standard Sizes: 1200 x 600 or 600 x 600 mm other sizes available on request 

 Frame: Panels are enclosed parametrically with a properly formed Galvanized 

Metal profile ensuring greater endurance and incombustibility. 

 Standard  production: square metal profile 

 (Mounting) Method: Can be used for Walls or Ceiling with special hanging 

method, please refer to mounting instructions method sector 

 Fabrics finish  

Visible sides: 

- Standard Fabrics: Air Mesh type, Cara  or Nexus  from Camira Fabrics U.K. 

- Colors: For architect selection according to standard color pallet. 

- Special Fabrics: Other acoustically transparent fabrics can be used                     

upon request 

Non-visible side: 

- The panels are covered from their back side with a non woven 

 protection cloth 

 Core: Sound Absorption material at appropriate densities in order to achieve 

the required Sound Absorption coefficient                                                   

Fiberglass, Rockwool, IZIfon (recycle polyester fibers), Sheep-wool 

 Impact Resistance (IR) 

 Where impact resistance is required below the acoustic fabric two methods 

can be used to achieve the desired characteristic. 

- High density layers about 3 mm thick covers the sound absorption material. 

- A galvanized metal sheet with perforation ≥ 30 % is used beneath the 

acoustic fabric. 

The hard surface offers good protection against impact whilst still allowing the sound 

to penetrate the core of the panel. 

 Fire rated: 

According to BS 476-7 and BS-EN 1021-1/2006 

 

 Maintenance/cleaning:                                                                                                        

Vacuum regularly. Wipe clean with a damp cloth or shampoo using 

proprietary upholstery shampoo 
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 Sound Absorption Performance 

According I“O  Measurement of sound absorption in a Reverberation room  

Method of mounting: type A according to ASTM 795. 

 

Frequency (Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 

αs (30 mm) 0.11 0.35 0.74 0.93 1.04 1.05 

αs (50 mm) 0.19 0.45 0.87 1.04 1.07 0.96 

αs (80 mm) 0.45 0.76 1.03 1.10 1.13 1.19 

 

 Method of Fixing (wall Detail)  

 

Our technical department can offer our knowledge working with our client creating 

the best fixing method to suit any project type. 
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